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The following are consequences of the main results in this paper. 
(1) The number of countably compact, completely regular spaces of density K is 222 
I 
. 
(2) There are 2*’ points in U(K) (=space of uniform ultrafilters on K), each of which has 
tightness 2” in U(K) and is a limit point of a countable subset of U(K). 
(3) There are 22’ points in U(K), each of which has tightness 2” in U(K) and is a weak P-point 
of K*. 
(4) For each A G K there are at least 22’ . K points in PK, each of which has tightness 2” in PK 
and is a weak P-point of K*. Moreover, under GCH there are at least 22* . K* such points. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54A25 
1. Introduction 
We begin with the problem of finding the number of topologically distinct 
countably compact spaces of density K. It is not difficult to see that there are 
at most 222X such spaces. The key to showing that this bound is actually achieved 
is Kunen’s result that there are 2*= weak P-points in K* (= PK -K). It should be 
noted that the number of compact, even tech-complete, spaces of density K is at 
most 22x (see [S]) and that this bound is achieved for compact spaces (see [4]). Our 
construction of 222’ countably compact spaces of density K is given in Section 2. 
Kunen’s construction actually shows that there are 22K points in U(K) (= space 
of uniform ultrafilters on K), each of which has tightness 2” in U(K) and is a weak 
P-point of K*. On the other hand, we can also prove the existence of 22’ points in 
U(K), each of which has tightness 2” in U(K) and is a limit point of a countable 
subset of U(K). Before stating these two results more precisely, we give some 
definitions. 
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Let X be a topological space. A point p in X is a weak P-point of X if it is not 
a limit point of any countable subset of X -{p}. Given p E X and H E X, we say 
that p is a tight limit point of H if p E I? but p G GO for any I-&c H with [HO\ < IHI. 
The tightness of p in X is defined by 
t( p, X) = min{ K : for all H g X with p E I?, 
there is A c H with IAl s K and p E A}. 
Note that if p is a tight limit point of a subset H of X, then t(p, X) 3 IHI. Recall 
that the character of p in X is defined by x(p, X) = min{lCR[: 9 is a local base 
for p}. If YEX and PE Y, then t(p, Y)“t(p,X), x(p, Y)cx(p,X), and 
t(p, W~X(P, w. 
Theorem A. Letk,h,, . . ., A, be cardinals with K 2 A, 3 . . ’ 2 A, 2 w. Then there exist 
subsets W, H, and K of U(K) such that 
(I) (WI=2”, IHI=2”, IKI=K; 
(2) every point of W is a tight limit point of both H and K; 
(3) for each point p E W and each cardinal Ai (1~ is n), there is a subset Mi of 
U(K) of cardinality hi such that p is a tight limit point of Mi. 
Theorem B. Let K be an infmite cardinal. Then there exist subsets Wand H of U(K) 
such that 
(I) IWI=22* and IHI=2”; 
(2) every point of W is a tight limit point of H; 
(3) every point of W is a weak P-point of K*. 
Moreover, ifs > w, there exists a subset K of U(K) such that IKI = K and every point 
of W is a tight limit point of K. 
Note that condition (2) implies that every point of W has tightness 2” in U(K) 
(t(p, PK) S 2” always). Moreover, condition (3) of Theorem A with A, = o says that 
every point of W is a limit point of a countable subset of U(K). Theorem A is 
proved in Section 3; Theorem B is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we prove the 
existence of points in PK of tightness 2” for each A with w CA s K. 
The following set-theoretic notation is used: K and A are infinite cardinals; a and 
p are ordinals; o is the set of non-negative integers and i, k, and n are elements 
of o. If E is a set, then 9(E) = {A: Ar E}, 9(E) = {A: AE E, IAl < w}, and 
%%?3(E)={A:AcE,lE-AI<]E(} (.3%%‘(E) is the generalized Frechetjlter on E). 
If A and E are sets, *E is the set of all functions from A into E. If AS E, then 
A”=A and A’= E-A. 
Let 9 be a collection of sets. Then 8 has the finite intersection property (FIP) if 
every finite intersection of elements of 9 is non-empty. The following notation is 
used: (9),, = {G: G is a finite intersection of elements of 9). A collection 9 C P(K) 
has the uniform FIP if any finite intersection of elements of 9 has cardinality K. If 
9~ p(K) has the FIP and p is an ultrafilter on K such that 9s p, we say that p 
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extends % The norm of an ultrafilter p on K is defined by ]I pII = min{I UI: U E p}. 
Note that ]I p 11 = K iff s$%! ( K ) C_ p. An dtrafilter p on K of norm K is said to be uniform. 
The following facts and notation about /?K (= Stone-Tech compactification of K 
with the discrete topology) are used: 
(1) PK is the set of all ultrafilters on K; 
(2) for UGK, U’={p:pE@K, UEp}; 
(3) {u’: u E p} is a local base for p in PK; 
(4) K is dense in PK; 
(5) K*=PK-K; 
(6) U(K) = {P: p E k*, 1) PII = k); 
(7) for A s K, u,(K)={p:pEK*, llpll~~~ and W,(K)={P:PEK*, IIPII=A). 
2. Constructing 2*‘* countably compact spaces of density K 
Recall that the density of a topological space X is w. min{lDI: D is a dense 
subset of X}. Our construction uses the following two lemmas. Lemma 1 appears 
as Proposition 3.3 in [8]; Lemma 2 appears in [I l] (for K > w) and [12] (for K = w) 
and is discussed further in Section 4. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a Hausdorflspace of weight K, let d be a collection of subsets of 
X with I&[ > 2”. Then there exists 93 c ~4 with ]Bl= IsPI and no two distinct elements 
of 93 are homeomorphic. 
Lemma 2. There exist 22’; points in K*, each of which is a weak P-point of K*. 
Theorem. 7le number o[ topologically distinct countably compact, completely regular 
spaces of density K is 2*’ . 
Proof. By a simple counting argument, 2’*” ’ IS a bound on the number of regular 
spaces of density K. Now let K 2 w be fixed; we shall construct 222 * topologically 
distinct countably compact, completely regular spaces of density K. Let W be the 
set of all weak P-points of K*. By Kunen’s result (WI = 2*‘. For each A c_ W let 
X(A) = PK -A. Since K c_ X(A), X(A) has density K. To see that X(A) is countably 
compact, let E be a countably infinite subset of X(A), and consider two cases. 
First, suppose that D = E n K * is infinite. Then D has a limit point p E K*, and p 
cannot be a weak P-point of K*. So PSZ W, hence PE X(A). Next, suppose that 
D = E n K is infinite. Let D = Un,, D,, where each D,, is infinite and {D”: n E w} 
is pairwise disjoint. For each n E w let pn be a free ultrafilter on D,, and then extend 
p,, to an ultrafilter fi,, on K. Then { 6: n E w} is a countably infinite subset of K*, 
hence has a limit point p E K*, and as before p E X(A). To see that p is a limit point 
of E, let U EP. Choose n such that @,, E U’. Then U n D, E pn, hence U A D, # 0. 
From this it follows that U’ n E # 0. 
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Now let .& = {X(A): A E W}. Since /?K hat weight 2” and @I = 222K, Lemma 1 
applies and there exists 93 c d with 1%‘3( = 222 and no two distinct elements of 93 
are homeomorphic. 0 
3. Constructing ultrafilters from independent collections 
In this section we use independent collections to construct tight limit points in 
U(K). We begin with two definitions. 
Definition 1. Let E be a set, let d c_ 8(E) and 9~ P(E). Then & is an independent 
collection of sets mod 9 if given any finite number A,, . . . , A,,, B, , . . . , Bk of distinct 
elements of d and any set G in (P),,, then 
A,n.+ .nA,,n(E-B,)n* ..n(E-Bk)nG#O. 
If d is independent mod(E), we say that d is an independent collection of sets. 
Definition 2. Let E be a set, let Y c EE and 9~ P(E). Then 9’ is an independent 
collection offunctions mod 9 if given any finite number fi , . . . , fn of distinct elements 
of 9, any x,, . . . , x, in E, and any set G in (9),,, then 
f;‘(xd n * - .nf,‘(x,)nG#@ 
If 9’ is independent mod(E), we say that Y is an independent collection offunctions. 
Remark 1. Definitions 1 and 2 were introduced by Kunen in [ 1 l] as generalizations 
of independent sets (see [6], [7]) and independent functions (see [5]). 
Remark 2. If Yc I(K is an independent collection of functions mod 9 and E is any 
non-empty proper subset of K, then {f-‘(E): f c Y} is an independent collection of 
sets mod 9. 
Remark 3. If 9~ “K is an independent collection of functions mod(K) and IYI> w, 
then 9’ is independent mod .!%?(K). More generally, if 9’ is independent mod 9 
and 15~12 w, then Y is independent mod 9u .%S?!(K). 
In [5] Engelking and Karlowicz prove that for each cardinal K 3 o there exists 
YE K~ with IY( = 2k and 9’ is an independent collection of functions. A somewhat 
different proof of their theorem appears in [ 111. We now modify Kunen’s proof to 
obtain the following sharper result. 
Existence Theorem. Let SC CT’(K) have the uniform FIP with 1~1~ K. Then there 
exists Yc I(K with ISPI = 2” and Y is an independent collection of functions mod 9. 
Proof. Assume 9 is closed under finite intersections and let 9 = {F,: 0 s CY < K}. 
By the Disjoint Refinement Lemma (see [13] or [3, p. 1461) there is a pairwise 
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disjoint collection {G, : O~(Y<K}suchthatG,cF,and~G,~=KfOrO~o<K.Let 
T={(F,g): FE~(K),~E Pi}, and note that 1 TI = K. For each LY < K let 40 be a 
one-one function from G, onto T For each AC K, define fA E I(K as follows: 
g(Fn.4) PEG,,(F,g)=&(P), 
fm={, otherwise. 
Let 9’ = { fA: A 5 K}. To see that 9’ is independent mod 9, let A,, . . . , A,, be distinct 
subsetsofK,let(Y,,..., LY,EK,letF,E$.ChooseFE%(K)suchthatFnAi#FnAAk 
forlci<k<nandletgE By be such that g( F n Ai) = ai for 1s i G II. Let p E G, 
besuchthat~,(p)=(F,g).ThenPEfA,‘(~,)n...nf,-~(a,)nF,. •i 
Theorem 1. Let K be an injinite cardinal, let YE *K be an independent collection of 
functions mod 9 with IY/= 2”. Th en there exist Y,,G 9, SO with 95 %,,G g(K), and 
a subset H of U(K) such that 
(1) IYOl=2” and /HI=2”; 
(2) YO is independent mod sO; 
(3) zfp is any ultrajilter on K which extends SO, then p E U(K) and p is a tight limi! 
point of H. 
Proof. By Remark 3, we may assume that F%(K) G %. Let 9 = You S’,, where 
I.Y01=IYD1)=2K, YonYP,=O, and Y,={f,:O~a<2"}. Let T be the set of all 2n+ 
I-tuples (n = 1,2,. . . ) of the form (gi, . . . , g,, PI,. . . , /3", E), where g,, . . . , g, are 
distinct elements of sPO, pi, . . . , P,, E K, and E E 9(2”). Note that ITI = 2”. For each 
t = (g,, . . . , g,, PI,. . . , Pn, E) in T, the collection 
{g;‘(PJ, . . .Y g,'(/?,)}uSu{f~'(O):adZ}u{f,-'(1): (YE(~~-E}} 
has the FIP. Let x, be an ultrafilter on K which extends this collection. Since 
~~(K)E~~X,,X,~~(K).Let~={x,:rET},let~={L:~~K,~Ex,forall~ET}, 
andlet .F0=9uP'u{f~'(0):O~a<2'}. 
To see that 9’,, is independent mod so, let 
R=g;‘(/%)n* * *ngi’(&,)n Gn Lnf;,‘(O)n* - *nf&'(O), 
where g, , . . . , g, are distinct elements of YO, GE (9),,, and LE 9 (note that 
9 is closed under finite intersections). Let E={al,...,ak}, t= 
(g,,.. .,g”,Pl,..., &, E). Then R E x,, hence R # 0. 
Now let p be any ultrafilter on K which extends 9,,. To see that p is a limit point 
of H, let U E p. Suppose U E x, for al1 t E T. Then (K - U) E 2, hence (K - U) E p, a 
contradiction. To see that p is a tight limit point of H, let Ho = {x,: t E S}, where 
S c T, ISI < 2”. For each t E S let E, be the last coordinate of t. Then IlJ {E,: t E S}l < 
2”, hence there exists (Y < 2” such that (Y rZ lJ {E,: t E S}. Note that f;‘(l) E x, for all 
teS. But f;'(O)ep, hence f;‘(l)fGp or K-f:‘(l)Ep. Sop is not a limit point of 
Hi,. 0 
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For our next result we need the following lemma. For a proof see 11.1 in [9]. 
Lemma. Let S be a set with ISI s 2”. Then there is a collection %f of subsets of S such 
that 
(1) )WI=‘C 
(2) if%, . . . , s, are distinct elements of S, there is a pairwise disjoint subcollection 
{ WI 3 . * * 9 Wn} of 7Ysuch that SUE Wi, lsicn. 
Theorem 2. Let K be an infinite cardinal, let YC K~ be an independent collection of 
functions mod 9 with I.5”1= 2”. Then there exist sPOc 9, 9,, with 9~ sc,~ .P(K), and 
a subset K of U(K) such that 
(1) IY’01=2” and IKI=K; 
(2) .Y’,, is independent mod SO; 
(3) ifp is any ultrajilter on K which extends 5F0, then p E U(K) andp is a tight limit 
point of K. 
Proof. By Remark 3, we may assume that S?%(K) E 9. Let Y = you Y,, where 
Iy,,I=2K, lYll=K, yonyl=!& and 9, = {f_: 0 G (Y < K}. Let ?V c g)(yO) satisfy the 
conditions of the Lemma. Let T be the set of all 2n + 1 -tuples (n = 1,2, . . . ) of the 
form(W ,,..., W,,,B, ,..., &,,E),where{W ,,..., W,} is a pairwise disjoint subcol- 
lection of W, p,, . . . , Pn E K, and E E S(K). Note that ITI = K. For each t = 
(W ,,..., W,,,B1 ,..., &,E)in T,thecollection 
Is-‘(P,): gE WJU. . *u{g_‘(p,): gc W”}U9 
u{f;‘(o): aEa!?}u{f,-‘(I): crE(~-I??)} 
has the FIP. Let x, be an ultrafilter on K which extends this collection. Let 
K={x,: tET}, Y={L:LEK, LEX, for all tET}, and let SO=SuPu 
{f:‘(O): 0~ a <K}. The remaining details are similar to the above and so are 
omitted. 0 
Theorem 3. Let K, A be infinite cardinals with A G K, let ti E p(K) be an independent 
collection of sets mod 9, where I.FZ~Z A and .?#?(K)E 9s g(K). Then there exist 
d,~ s4, so with 9~ S,,G P(K), and a subset M of U(K) such that 
(1) I.Gl=IMI=A; 
(2) .& is independent mod SO; 
(3) $p is any ultrajilter on K which extends 9,,, then p E U(k) and p is a tight limit 
point of M. 
Proof. Let dB&JUd,, where (.rz&,( = (&,I = A, don .dl = 0, and d, = 
{A,:Osa<A}. Let T be the set of all 2n+l-tuples (n=l,2,...) of the form 
(I?, , . . . , B,, iI,. . . , i,, E), where B, , . . . , B, are distinct elements of Sa,, i,, . . . , i, E 
(0, l), and E E 9(A). Note that ITI = A. For each t = (B,, . . . , B,, ii,. . . , in, E) in T 
the collection 
{Bfl, . . .,B~*}~~~{AO,:~YEE}U{A~:(YE(A-E)) 
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has the FIP. Let x, be an ultrafilter on K which extends this collection. Let M = 
{x,:t~T},~={(L:LcK,LE~,fOrallt~~},and~~=~u~u{A,:O~~~A}. 0 
Theorem A. Let tc, A,, . . . , A, be cardinals with K 2 A, 3. . -3 A, 2 w, let gs g(K) 
have the uniform FIP with 191 s K. Then there exist subsets W, H, and K of U(K) 
such that 
(1) jWI=2’“, IHI=2”, IKj=K; 
(2) Scpfor eachpE W; 
(3) each point of W is a tight limit point of both H and K; 
(4) for each point p E W and each cardinal Ai (1 s is n), there is a subset Mi of 
U(K) of cardinality Ai such that p is a tight limit point of Mi. 
Proof. By the Existence Theorem, there exists 9’~ K~ with IYI= 2” such that Y is 
an independent collection of functions mod 9. By Remark 3, 9’ is independent 
mod %u %%!(K). By first applying Theorem 1 and then Theorem 2, there exist 
9’,,c 9, 9. with 9u .%B(K)C Sot C?(K), and subsets H and K of U(K) such that 
Iy0j=2”, IHI=2“, IKI= K; 9 o is independent mod so; if p is any ultrafilter on K 
which extends so, then p E U(K) and p is a tight limit point of both H and K. Let 
~‘~=Y’,uY’~, where j~il=hi, ]9’2sp2(=2K, sP1nY’~=O, and 9’~={f~:O~a<2’c}. Let 
d = {g-‘(O): g E ,Yi}, and note that IdI= A,. 
Now let Tc2” be fixed and let B(T)={f,‘(O): (YE T}u{f;‘(l): CYE(~~-T)}. 
Now Sp is an independent collection of sets mod %‘( T) u 9,,, IdI = A I) and 9% (K) c 
93 ( T) u So, so Theorem 3 applies and there exist &, c .&, 9, with $B( T) u so E 9, z 
P(K), and M,c U(K) such that Jd,l= IM,~=A,; d, is independent mod 9,; any 
ultrafilter on K which extends 4, is a tight limit point of M,. Now repeat this 
process with A,, . . . , A,, obtaining d, , . . . , d, with .pP, 2 & 2 * * . z d,,; 9,) . . . , F,, 
with ~,E@~E. **c-$,,s$?(K); and M,,..., M,, all subsets of U(K), such that 
for 1 =Z i C n: I,rQil= IMi( = Ai; &i is independent mod si; any ultrafilter on K which 
extends si is a tight limit point of Mi. Since &, # 0 and &,, is independent mod 9,,, 
9” has FIP. Let pr be an ultrafilter on K which extends g,,. Clearly pr is a tight 
limit point of H, K, and M,, . . . , M,. 
Finally, let W = { pr: T E 2”). Since %I( T) E pr, ps # pr whenever S # T and hence 
IwI=2**. 0 
Corollary 1. Let K be an infinite cardinal. There are 22’ points in U(K), each of 
tightness 2” in U(K) and each a limit point of a countable subset of U(K). 
Corollary 3 (PospiSil [ 141). Let K be an infinite cardinal. Then 
I{P: P E U(K), X(P, U(K)) = 2”)1= z2*. 
4. Kunen’s Theorem on weak P-points 
In [12] Kunen introduces the following definition as a technical device for 
obtaining weak P-points in K*. 
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Definition. Let A, K be infinite cardinals. An ultrafilter p on K is A-OK if given any 
countable decreasing sequence {L, : 1 s n < w} in p, there is a sequence {E, : 0 G cr < 
A}inpsuchthatforalln~1,ifa,<...<(Y,,thenE,~n...nE,“n(K-_L,)isfinite. 
In [12] Kunen proves that any free ultrafilter on K which is w,-OK is a weak 
P-point of K*. In [ll] he proves that for each K 2 o there exist 22“ free ultrafilters 
on K, each of which is K-OK (actually Kf-good, which implies K-OK). Note that 
for K = o this result is not strong enough to get or-OK and hence weak P-point. 
So in [12] Kunen proves by a similar but more complicated argument that there 
exist 22y free ultrafilters on w, each of which is 2”-OK. These two results together 
imply that for every K 2 w there are 22X weak P-points in K*. 
In this section we combine Kunen’s result with the ideas in Section 3 to construct 
weak P-points in U(K) which have tightness 2” in U(K). We begin with the case 
K > w. The following major result was proved by Kunen in [ 111. 
Theorem (Kunen). Let YE K~ be an independent collection of functions mod 9 with 
IY’I = 2”. Then there is an ultrafilter p on K such that 9~ p and p is K-OK. 
Theorem B (K > w). Let K > w, let 9s ??(K) have the uniform FIPwith 191 S K. Then 
there exist subsets W, H, and K of U(K) such that 
(I) IWI=22”, IHI=2”, IKI=K; 
(2) 9cp for allpE W; 
(3) every point of W is a tight limit point of both H and K; 
(4) every point of W is a weak P-point of K*. 
Proof. Let Y s I(K be an independent collection of functions mod 9 with ]YI= 2”. 
By Remark 3, 9’ is independent mod 9u %?i!(~). By first applying Theorem 1 of 
Section 3 and then Theorem 2 of Section 3, there exist 9, G 9, .5F0 with 9 u 95% (K) E 
.FFos9’(~), and subsets H and K of U(K) such that ]9’,,]=2K, IH]=2”, IKI=K; Lfo 
is independent mod %,,; if p is any ultrafilter on K which extends LFO, then p is a 
tight limit point of both H and K. Let 9, = Y, u .5f2, where IY, I = IsP,[ = 2”, Y, n Y2 = 
0, and sP2={f~:O~a<2K}. 
Now let Tg2” be fixed and let B(T)={f,‘(O): (YE T}u{f;‘(l): au(2”--T)}. 
Then Y, is an independent collection of functions mod a(T) u .!FO and (or]= 2”, so 
by Kunen’s Theorem there is an ultrafilter p7 E U(K) such that 93(T) u .FO c pT and 
PT is K-OK. Since K > w, pT is a weak P-point of K*. Also, PT. extends So so PT is 
a tight limit point of both H and K. 
Now let W = {pT: T G S”}. Clearly W c U(K) and 1 WI = 22n. 0 
It remains to prove Theorem B for K = w. Kunen’s construction of 2”-OK points 
in w* requires a more delicate set-theoretic notion than that of an independent 
collection of functions. 
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Definition. Let 9~ 9(w), let J E 2”, andlet ~={A~,:O~(~<2~,1~n<o,p~J} 
be an indexed collection of subsets of w. Then & is a 2” x J independent linked 
family with respect to 9 if these three conditions hold. 
(1) Fix p E J and (Y ~2”. Then {A!,: 1 C n < w} is an increasing collection (i.e., 
Af,~Af,z...). 
(2) Fix /3 E J and n 2 1. Then the intersection of n + 1 elements of {A&,: 0 c (Y < 2”) 
is finite. 
(3) Let GE (9),,, let Pr,. . . , Pk be distinct elements of J, and for 1~ is k let 
I s ni < w and Ri c 2” with lRil= ni. Then 
In [ 121 Kunen proves the existence of a 2” x 2‘” independent linked family with 
respect to E%!(w). He attributes the proof given there to P. Simon. We now modify 
this proof to obtain the following sharper result. 
Existence Theorem. Let 9~ 9(w) have the uniform FIP with 19)~ w. Then there is 
a 2” x 2” independent linked family with respect to 9u ES?(o). 
Proof. Assume 9 is closed under finite intersections and let 8= {F, : 0~ (Y < w}. 
By the Disjoint Refinement Lemma there is a pairwise disjoint collection 
{G,:O~(Y<O} such that G,cF, and ]G,[=w for all (YEW. Let T= 
{(k,g): kEw,gE 9’k’9(9’(k))} and note that ITI = w. For each (Y E w let c$~ be a 
one-one function from G, onto T. For each X = w, Y c w let 
Az,={i: iEG,,&(i)=(k,g),lg(Ynk)lsn, 
XnkEg(Ynk),kza}. 
The desired collection is d = {As,,: X E w, 1 s n < w, Y c w}. 0 
Theorem (Kunen). Let Sp be a 2” x J independent linked family with respect to 9 with 
I JI = 2”. Then there is an ultrajilter p on w such that 9 c p and p is 2”-OK. 
Theorem 1. Let ~4 = {A&: 0 s CY < 2”, 1 s n < w, /3 E J} be a 2” x J independent linked 
family with respect to 9, where IJJ = 2” and R%!(w) c 9. Then there exist Jo E J, g0 
with 9;~ S,,C .9(w), and a subset H of w* such that 
(1) IJ0[=2”’ and IHI=2”; 
(2) {A!,,: 0~ a < 2“‘, 1s n < w, p E Jo} is a 2” x Jo independent linked family with 
respect to So; 
(3) tfp is any ultrajilter on w which extends So, then p is a tight limit point of H. 
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Proof. Let J = JO u Ji , where lJ,,l = lJll = 2” and JO n .I1 = 0. Let T be the set of all 
3kS I-tuples (k = 1,2,. . . ) of the form (pi,. . . , &, n,, . . . , nk, RI,. . . , Rkr E), 
where /I,,...,& are distinct elements of J,,, 1 s ni < o and Ri c 2” with 
lRil = ni 
(PI,... 
has the 
for 1 s is k, and E E 9(J,). Note that IT/ = 2”. For each t = 
Pkp nl). . . , nky RI,. . . , Rk, E) in T, the collection 
{A%,: CYER~}U... u {A{kl: a E Rk} u 9 
~{A~,:~EE}u{A~,:~E(J~-E)} 
FIP. Let x, be an ultrafilter on w which extends this collection. Let 
let .YO= 4uZu H={x,: tE T}, Lf={L: Lcw,LEX, for all t E T}, and 
{A&: p E 4). •I 
Theorem B (K = w). Let 9~ C?(w) have the uniform FIP with 181 s o. Then there 
exist subsets Wand H of CO* such that 
(1) IWI=22w and IHI=2”; 
(2) ScpforallpE W; 
(3) every point of W is a tight limit point of H; 
(4) every p&t of W is a weak P-point of w*. 
Proof. Let I = {A&,: 0 =S a < 2”, 1s n < w, 0 c p < 2”) be a 2” x 2” independent 
linked family with respect to 9u 9%(w). By Theorem 1 there exist J,,c 2”, 9,, with 
9u 9%?(w)e 5,,~ 9’(w), and a subset H of w* such that ).&,I = IHJ = 2”; {A!“: 0~ 
a < 2”, 1 s n < w, /3 E Jo} is a 2” x J,, independent linked family with respect to SO; 
if p is any ultrafilter on w which extends SO, then p is a tight limit point of H. Let 
JO=J,uJ2, where IJ,1=lJ21=2w and J,nJ,=(d. 
Now let Tc J2 be fixed and let 98(T) = {A&: p E T}u{Af,: /3 EJ~- T}. Then 
{A!,: 0 S a < 2”, 1 c n < w, p E J,} is a 2” x J, independent linked family with respect 
to B(T)u.5F0 and lJ,l=2”, so by Kunen’s Theorem there is an ultrafilter pr on w 
such that B(T) u S,-,G pT and pT. is a weak P-point of o*. Since pT extends g,,, it 
is a tight limit point of H. 
Finally, let W = { p7: T E Jz}. Since 93( T) E pT, ps # pT for S # T, hence I WI = 
2 *-. cl 
Corollary. Let K be an injinite cardinal. There are 22’ points in U(K), each of tightness 
2” in U(K) and each a weak P-point of K*. 
5. Points of tightness 2” in @c 
The following result is due to Juhasz. Assume GCH. Then every point of K* has 
character 2” in PK for some A with w < A c K. Moreover, the number of points of 
character 2* is 2’*. K~. In this section we prove a related result about tightness. 
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Lemma. Let w s A S K, let E c K with [El = A, let 9~ 9(E) have the uniform FIP 
with 191~ A. Then there exist subsets Wand H of WA(~) such that 
(1) IWI=22* and IHI=2*; 
(2) E~pand4cpforallp~ W; 
(3) each point of W is a tight limit point of H; 
(4) t(p, WA(K))=X(P,Pk)=2hforallPE W; 
(5) each point of W is a limit point of a countable subset of W*(K). 
Moreover, (5) can be replaced by 
(5)’ each point of W is a weak P-point of k*. 
Proof. By Theorem A with K = A and Al = w, there is a set W, of 22A uniform 
ultrafilters on E and a set {x,: t E T} of 2” uniform ultrafilters on E such that for 
all p E Wo: 
(i) 9Gp; 
(ii) given U E p, there exists t E T such that U E x,; 
(iii) if SC T with ISI <2”, th ere exists U E p such that (E - U) E x, for all t E S; 
(iv) there is a countably infinite set {x,: n E w} of uniform ultrafilters on E, all 
distinct from p, such that for all U EP, there exists n E OJ such that U E x,. 
Moreover, by Theorem B (iv) can be replaced by 
(iv)’ if {x n: n E w} is any countably infinite set of free ultrafilters on E, all distinct 
from p, then there exists U E p such that (E - U) E x, for all n E w. 
For each p E W,, let p^ be the unique ultrafilter on K which extends p and let 
W = {p*: p E W,}. Note that p^ E WA (K) and x( 6, PK) S 2”. (Reason: {U’: U E p} is a 
base for p^ in PK.) For each t E T let 2, be the unique ultrafilter on K which extends 
x, and let H = (2:: t E T}. It follows from (ii), (iii) that each p^ is a tight limit point 
of H, hence t(j?, WA(~)) s 2”. Thus 2A s t(j, WA(K))c t(I;,PK)~X(j,,K)~2”. 
It remains to prove (5), (5)‘. The proof of (5) uses (iv) and is similar to the above. 
We now use (iv)’ to prove (5)‘. Let D = {y,: n E w} be a countably infinite subset of 
K* - {@}. If E E y, for only finitely many n E w, then E’ is a neighborhood of p* 
whose intersection with D is finite. So we may assume that E E yn for all n. Let 
x, = {E n U: U E y,}. Then each x, is a free ultrafilter on E, and by (iv)’ p^ is not a 
limit point of D. 0 
Theorem C. Let w s A == K. Then there is a subset R of WA (K) of cardinality 22A . K 
such that 
(1) t(P, W,(k))=X(p,PK)=2*forallpER; 
(2) each point of R is a limit point of a countable subset of WA(K). 
Moreover, (2) can be replaced by 
(2)’ each point of R is a weak P-point Of K*. 
Moreover, assuming GCH, 1 R I= 22h . K ‘. 
Proof. Let {E,: 0 s a < K} be a pairwise disjoint collection of subsets of K such that 
1E-I = A for 0~ (Y =C K. Apply the Lemma to each E, to obtain W, c WA(K) with 
1 W,l = 22A. For CY # /3, W, n We = 0, SO R = IJoGa<, W, is the desired set. 
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Now assume GCH, let ho= cf(K). By GCH, K~ = K for A < A0 and K* =2” for 
A0 s A < K. By the above paragraph, we are finished if A ( A,, or if 22A 2 2”. So we 
assume A,,< A c K and construct R c W,,(K) with IRI = 2”. 
We first consider the case A = AO. Under GCH, a theorem of Tarski (see [15] or 
[l]) on almost disjoint collections states that there exists $c p(K) such that 
(1) /81=2”; 
(2) (E( = A0 for all E’E 8; 
(3) IE n D[ < A0 for distinct D, E E 8. 
Apply the Lemma to each E E 8 to obtain pE E W*(K) such that E opt and pE has 
all of the desired properties. Let R = {p E: EE 8’). Since IEnDI<A, for Ef D, 
pE # pD and so I RI = 2”. 
It remains to consider the case A0 < A c K. Let K = A u B, where IAl = K, /II/= K, 
and An B = 0. Let $ s P(A) be an almost disjoint collection satisfying (l)-(3) 
above. Let {B,: (Y E A} be a pairwise disjoint collection with IB, I = A for all CY E A 
and B=U,,~ E,. Now fix E E ‘ST and let BE =IJuEE B,. For each LE 9%?(E) let 
E(L)=Lu(lJa.= B,) and let s={E(L): Lc E,/E-L[<A,}. NOW I.YFEIs2”o~A 
(A,,< A so 2”os A by GCH) and .9rE E P(E u BE) has the uniform FIP so by the 
Lemma there exists pE E W,(K) such that 9E E pE and pE has all of the desired 
properties. Let R = { pn: E E %}. It remains to prove that pE Z pb for E Z D. Let 
L,=E-D,La=D-E.Since)EnDl<A,,L,~~~(E)andL,~~~(D).Moreover, 
E(J%)EP~, D(&)EP~, and E(L)nD(&)=(d so PE #pb. 0 
Corollary 1. Let o =S A =Z K. Then there are at least 22h . K points in PK, each of tightness 
2” in /3~ and each a limit point of a countable subset of WA(~). Moreover, under GCH 
there are at least 22A - K’ such points. 
Corollary 2. Let w 6 A s K. Then there are at least 22* - K points in /?K, each of tightness 
ZA in PK and each a weak P-point of K*. Moreover, under GCH there are at least 
2 2* * K~ such points. 
Our proof of the existence of 22’. K’+ points of tightness 2” in W, (K) is similar 
to Juhasz’s construction of 22A . K* points of character 2’ in PK. We now state some 
additional results, all proved by Juhdsz in [lo], which together give a complete 
proof of his theorem. 
(1) [W,(K)I=5222*. K’. 
(2) For pE W*(K), A+< x(p, PK) S2” and hence by GCH x(p, PK) =2*. 
(3) AssumeGCH,IetpE~*.Thenx(p,P~)=2’ iff PE WA(~). 
We end with a slight generalization of the inequality A+cx(p, PK), namely 
A +~x(P. W*(K))- B e ore f giving the proof, we summarize some facts about the 
character of points in certain subsets of PK. First some notation. For DE K, u* = 
U’~K, fi= U’n UA(~), and U+= U’n WA(~). (Strictly speaking, 6 and U+ 
depend on A.) For U, VS K and A =S K the following hold: U’_c V’ iff U_c V; 
U*c V* iff IU- VI< w; US 9 iff ]U-VI<A; U+S V+ iff (U-VI<h. These 
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properties are the basis for the following equations. 
(1) ~(p,P~)=rnin{l933(: B3Pp,(VUEp)(3BE%)(Bc U)]; 
(2) x(p, K*)=min{l%I3): Wcp, (VUEp)(gBE %I)(IB- UJCw}; 
(3) x(p, U,(k))=min{l~l: ~3pP,(VUEp)(3BE~)(IB-UI<h)); 
(4) x(p, W,(K))=min{)B]: ~3~,(VUEp)(3BE~)(IB_UJ<A)}. 
Theorem. LetwCASq letpE W,(K). Thenx(p, W,(k))=x(p, U,(K))SA+. 
Proof. The equality x(p, W,(K))=X(~, U*(K)) follows from (3), (4) above. It 
remains to prove x(p, WA(~))zA+. Suppose not; then by (4) above, there exists 
$?ZI c p with 1933( s A such that for all U E p, there exists BE 93 such that IB - UI < A. 
LetCB={(B,:O < (Y < A}, and note that /II01 2 A for all (Y. By the Disjoint Refinement 
Lemma (see [ 131 or p. 146 of [3]) there is a pairwise disjoint collection {A,: 0 s cx < A} 
such that lAal = A and A, c B, for 0 c (Y < A. For each (Y let A, = C, u Da, where 
IC,l= ID,\ = A and C, n D, =0. Let u =UOGach C,, and note that UOSach 0, c 
K - U. Assume U E p, then IB, - UI < A for some CY < A. But 0, c B, - U and 
]&[=A. 0 
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